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Spider-Man fans have experienced some disappointment over the past few years as it seems Sony can't...Sony is dropping Spider-Man? Spider-Man fans have experienced some disappointment over the
past few years as it seems that Sony is unable to secure a proper release of the film. Ever since the franchise moved away from Marvel, Sony has no longer been able to produce its comic book films, but
the company claims this hasn't affected the release of the films. However, fans don't seem to be satisfied with this story. Sony is reportedly ditching Spider-Man?
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Donald Trump Jr. scandal President Donald Trump's eldest son said Tuesday that he's "happy" to comply with a congressional subpoena to testify about a June 2016 meeting between Donald Trump's
campaign team and a Russian lawyer. Donald Trump Jr. is being asked to testify before the House Intelligence, Foreign Affairs and Oversight committees. It's the first time his father's name is linked to a
probe of alleged collusion between the campaign and Russia. The president's son says he is "happy" to comply with the subpoena, which he had earlier insisted on. Why didn't Congress fire McCabe last

week? You might not believe this, but the answer is in part to do with politics and a lot to do with money. Money that allows McCabe's attorney to claim that he's been denied a fair trial. McCabe's lawyers
said Monday that if his name is on trial, their client should face as fair a trial as other defendants. But a notable detail in the McCabe scandal is that before the Justice Department's Office of Inspector

General began an investigation into whether the FBI engaged in a "lack of candor" in how it described the role of McCabe in applying for a renewal of his security clearance, an FBI lawyer warned McCabe
that he'd be held to a higher standard on "honesty and candor" than his colleagues. And since McCabe was the senior FBI official in charge of reviewing applications for the bureau's top-secret work, if the

FBI had investigated those two questions, it would have uncovered a lot more serious matters. The FBI took place of a few days before Trump's election win. The new attorney general was confirmed a
week after the election, and his election victory was certified just hours after the FBI's conclusion. Kelly also has a long history of taking on Wall Street, having served as the head of the Office of

Management and Budget under President George W. Bush. Wall Street has long been one of Washington's biggest backers. But it has been the Trump administration that has taken on the banking
industry, defending its deregulation plans and spending. Until now, Wall Street executives and their political allies were aghast at the risk their industry may face if their behavior is made public. In a

sense, the McCabe investigation is the exception, because Trump's political enemies can't really argue they were repaying an old favor. It doesn't diminish the McCabe scandal at all. But there is another
lesson to be learned from this probe. Trump and his supporters have painted the entire Russia investigation as a partisan witch hunt. This c6a93da74d
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